Real-time myocardial contrast dobutamine stress echocardiography in coronary stenosis.
Simultaneous wall motion and myocardial perfusion analysis could offer advantages over either method alone. Diagnostic utility of combining these parameters during dobutamine stress echocardiography is evaluated in this study. Myocardial contrast dobutamine stress echocardiography was performed on thirty-eight patients with single or double vessel coronary artery stenosis of >50%. Two-dimensional standard wall motion images were acquired at baseline, low, intermediate and peak stages of dobutamine stress echocardiography. Contrast enhanced wall motion and perfusion were assessed with Cadence Contrast Imaging (Sequoia C256, Acuson) and Optison infusion (GE Healthcare) at baseline and peak stages of the same protocol. Perfusion was analysed by identification of contrast defects and by measuring contrast replenishment time after destructive ultrasound pulses. The group consisted of 28 males and 10 females, mean age 60.9+/-9.7 years. Fifty-four out of one hundred and fourteen coronary arteries were affected by stenoses >50%. Standard wall motion analysis was assessable in 37 cases, one of which was inconclusive, while contrast wall motion and perfusion were assessable in 32 cases. Accuracy for coronary stenosis was 84% for standard wall motion (108 coronary territories), 82% for contrast wall motion (96 territories), 69% for peak stress contrast defects (83 territories), 91% for combined peak stress contrast defects and increased contrast replenishment time (85 territories), and 90% for all contrast modalities combined (96 territories). Combined wall motion and real-time perfusion assessment during dobutamine stress is feasible and at least equivalent to conventional stress echocardiography for detection of significant coronary stenosis.